
Some people think that spending a lot on holding wedding parties, birthday parties and other 
celebrations is just a waste of money. Others, however, think that these are necessary for individuals 
and society. Discuss both views and give your opinion

Throwing parties on different occasion is always a controversial topic. some considered it as an 
unnecessary event while there are some persons who strongly believe it is crucial to hold such events.

In these days which we are living deeply with technology and internet-based products, holding and 
participating in parties definitely would be one of the best ways to gather with the others and be in 
communication. Dancing and singing have a direct influence on revealing stress and decreasing the 
level of depression in societies. Holding job-related parties by companies is a great chance to break 
the ice among colleges and significantly make improvement in teams’ outcomes. By employing people 
in (the???? ) party planning business we contribute to growing and increasing more job opportunities. 
without a shadow of doubt the best chance to spend your time with your beloved ones is when you 
altogether participate in a party and every family have a great picture which is taken on those events.

On the other hand, spending an unreasonable amount of money is a waste,. it should always be taken 
into account that we should keep the balance in everything. Once you plan to throw a party you 
should consider all items such as the ones who have a problem with loud noise or ones with special 
disorders that don’t have the ability to be in congestion.  Exaggerating in those feasts in some cases 
leads to disturbing neighbors. 

Based on the mentioned above from my point of view celebrating and celebration are essential for 
every family and society but do not forget that you should avoid holding and being in bizarre parties. 


